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TeV emission
from M87

4σ, discovered by HEGRA in
2003 (1999 observations)

Confirmed by HESS in 2005
(2003, 2004 observations)

First extragalactic source
that isn’t a blazar



Likely variable

Large positional error circle

Where does it come from??



How blind are we -- really??





The Jet of M87

Jet extends for >2  kpc to NE of  nucleus, well collimated through  ~20”.

No visible counter-jet, but there is a hotspot ~25” SW of nucleus.

VLBI maps show a well-collimated jet extending in to 50 RG.

The jet has several bright knots, seen in the radio, optical and X-rays.
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Sparks et al. 1996;  Junor et al. 1999



M87 Jet:
key points

Several bright knots seen in
radio, optical and X-rays

Three features are within a
factor ~few in opt/X-ray
brightness: nucleus, HST-1
and A.

Two features show strong
opt/X-ray variability:
nucleus and HST-1.

Apparent superluminal motion
(speeds up to 6c) seen
throughout inner jet  --
key link in unified schemes.



Relativistic Effects

Time dilation:  τapp= δ−1τ

Blueshifting radiation: νapp= δν
Apparent Superluminal Motion:
vapp= v sin θ/(1 − β  cos θ)

Relativistic beaming:  Lobs=δpL,
where p~3

Curves for Γ = 3,5,8,12

θ

v=βc
Γ=(1-β2)-½

δ=[Γ(1 − β cos θ)]-1



Whence comes
the TeV emission?

Three possibilities:  Nucleus/jet
base, HST-1, A.

Stawarz et al. (2005) suggested
knot A…

…but that model has problems:

Cannot account for possible
variability (factor 5 1999-2004).

Requires unrealistically high density
of starlight seed photons & B field
10X equipartition value.



Whence comes the TeV emission?

Is it knot HST-1?

Brightest optical, X-ray
source currently

Much fainter in radio

But … variability is all wrong:
between 2000-2005 flared
by X50!

⇒ Cannot be TeV emitter

Nucleus is last possibility

Fortunately lightucurve is ok!



Model I:  a homogeneous jet

Synch peak at νs=1012-1014 Hz (as in
Perlman et al. 2001), cooling break
at higher freqs

Synch, inverse-Compton cross at ~few
keV, IC is SSC only (note apparent
change in X-ray slope)

Homogeneous, one velocity

Var. timescale ⇒ R ≈ cδtvar = 1017 δ cm

Problem:  SED dies at 1024-1025 Hz

νIC~1023 Hz is forced thanks to tvar

Cutoff at high freq very steep
because of reduced KN X-section

CRITICAL PROBLEM

High state

Low state



Can we try a decelerating jet?

Motivation when applied to TeV BL Lacs
(Georganopoulos & Kazanas 2003):

No superluminal motion

Homogeneous models require δ≈50 to reproduce SED

Disastrous for unified schemes

Motivation for applying it to M87 (Perlman et al.
2003):

Variability timescales in core and HST-1 would have to be
boosted to very high δ (>20+) to get BL Lac-like variability



Radiation beaming patterns for a
relativistic and decelerating flow.

Fast, relativistic flow,  
more energetic electrons 

Slower flow,
lower energy electrons



Radiation beaming patterns for a
relativistic and decelerating flow.

Fast, relativistic flow,  
more energetic electrons 

Slower flow,
lower energy electrons

Strongly beamed Synchrotron and SSC emission from the fast part of
the flow.  Dominates the high energy part of the observed synchrotron
spectrum in BL Lacs.

The SSC emission contributes to  the observed GeV-TeV emission.



Radiation beaming patterns for a
relativistic and decelerating flow.

Fast, relativistic flow,  
more energetic electrons 

Slower flow,
lower energy electrons

Less beamed radio synchrotron, SSC emission from slow part of the flow.

Dominates the radio and X-ray output in FR Is.



Radiation beaming patterns for a
relativistic and decelerating flow.

Fast, relativistic flow,  
more energetic electrons 

Slower flow,
lower energy electrons

UC emission: Synchrotron seed photons from slow part of the flow are 
scattered by the upstream energetic electrons of fast part of the flow.  
                    
UC is the major contributor to the TeV flux.  



Upstream Compton (UC) Scattering

Γ1         Γ2

U = U2Γ2
rel

Higher seed photon energy density
Tighter beaming pattern

Synchrotron and SSC from
each zone:

          L1 ∝ δ1
2+α, L2 ∝ δ2

2+α

    UC:

LUC∝ δ1
3+2α / δ2

1+α



A decelerating relativistic flow

To reproduce typical TeV
BL Lac SED requires:

• Flow decelerates from
Γ=15 to Γ=4,

     R=1016 cm
• γmax=107, B=0.1 G
• θ1=3ο, θ2=6ο

Georganopoulos &
Kazanas 2004



Decelerating flow applied to M87

Higher energy electrons in fast
part of flow, cool radiatively
as they advect downstream

Lorentz factor decreases from
Γ=205 (as 1/z2) in 0.1 pc

Viewing angle θ=13°

TeV emission is UC.

Slowest 80%

Fastest
20%

Fastest
20%

Slowest 80%

High State

Low State



What happens if you beam this?

Upper set of curves are same
jet seen at θ=1/Γfast=2.9°

Completely different SED:
properties dominated by
fast part of flow!

νs ≈ 1017 Hz, νIC ≈ 1026 Hz,
Compton dominance ~30

Similar to TeV BL Lac
1ES1426+428.

Slowest 80%

Fastest
20%

Fastest
20%

Slowest 80%



Emission from
a decelerating
relativistic flow

The more a flow decelerates,
the higher the UC peak
energy and power.



Conclusions

• Nucleus is likely TeV emission site

• Very difficult to model via homogeneous jet

• Decelerating jet (or other velocity structure) is
required

• Cautionary note for unified schemes -- Velocity
structure may be the way to produce HBLs.

At distance of Mkn 501 & Mkn 421 HST-1 and nucleus
would be 0.06” apart; knot A would be at 0.8” …
unresolved in optical from ground and not easily
separable with Chandra.


